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INTRODUCTION
In selecting experiments for this volume, I have tried to keep in mind two guiding principles. First,
avoid experiments requiring special equipment that cannot be found in an average home. Second,
concentrate on experiments that, in addition to being amusing, astonishing, or entertaining, also teach
something of importance about science.
Some of the tricks in this book, I must confess, were known to the ancient Greeks, but many are quite
new and now appear in printed form for the first time. Who invents these clever diversions? I sometimes
suspect that many of them are the brain-children of distinguished scientists who have not lost their
boyhood spirit of play. Such a man was Robert W. Wood, a professor of physics at Johns Hopkins
University. When he was not working on important projects or writing technical papers, Doctor Wood
amused himself by playing practical jokes on his colleagues, exposing pseudo-scientists and spirit
mediums, writing science fiction, and helping the police solve bombing mysteries. His quaint little book
of drawings and verse, How to tell the Birds from the Flowers, has been reprinted in paperback (New
York: Dover Publications).
Several decades ago, when there was a spirited public debate over whether pitched baseballs could
really be made to curve, Wood devised a simple demonstration. He took a large flat rubber band, cut it
to make one long strip, then wound it tightly around a Ping-Pong ball. By holding the free end of the
band he was able to snap the ball forward, at the same time imparting to it a strong spin. The curving of
the ball’s path was clearly visible. (This experiment was not included in this collection because huge flat
rubber bands are hard to come by, but Bernoulli’s principle, which explains why baseballs curve, is
easily demonstrated with a spool and card as explained.)
To get the greatest value from this collection, try to follow up the experiments with exploratory
reading. For example, after you have learned how to release a tangled couple, look up ‘topology' in a
modern encyclopaedia. Better still, read the chapter on it in the fascinating book, Mathematics and
imagination, by James Newman and Edward Kasner (G. Bell & Sons Ltd., 1949). Do not just set fire
to a lump of sugar and then forget about it. See what you can learn about catalysts and the role they
play in important chemical changes.
One other suggestion. If you want to entertain your friends—and some of the experiments in this book
are superb party tricks—practice them a few times before you demonstrate. ‘Harpooning’ a raw potato
with a drinking straw, for instance, is an amazing parlour trick, but you may have to damage many
straws before you get the knack. Sherwood Anderson wrote a famous short story, ‘The Triumph of the
Egg.’ about a restaurant owner who failed miserably in trying to show a customer how to put an egg into
a bottle. If the poor fellow had only practised his trick a few times, he might not have forgotten what to
do to make it work.
If you know, or should you invent, an unusual science experiment that is not in this collection, drop me
a note about it in care of the publisher. I cannot promise that I will find time to answer your letter, but I
shall be most grateful, and perhaps I will be able to use your discovery in a second collection,.
— MARTIN GARDNER

ASTRONOMY
WATCH BECOMES COMPASS

Did you know that a watch can be used as a reliable compass on any day the sun is visible? Simply
hold the watch flat and point the hour hand in the direction of the sun as shown. Imagine a line running
from the centre of the watch through a point midway between the hour hand and the number twelve.
This line will point south.
The rule to remember is this. Before twelve noon you bisect the angle formed by going anti-clockwise
from the number twelve to the hour hand. After twelve noon you bisect the angle formed by going
clockwise from the number twelve to the hour hand.
A little astronomical reflection should make clear why this works. In our hemisphere, the sun is due
south at noon. If at that time we point the hour hand at the sun, both the hand and the number twelve
will point south. Before that time, the sun will lie anti-clockwise from the number twelve, and after that
time, clockwise. During the twenty-four hours from twelve noon to twelve noon, the sun will make a
complete circle back to its starting point, but the hour hand will make two circles in the same direction
around the dial. Thus, the distance the hour hand travels, and the angle determined by its travel, must be
halved.
On the other side of the equator the number twelve must be pointed at the sun. The angle between
this number and the hour hand will then indicate north.

OATMEAL-BOX PLANETARIUM
Cylindrical cardboard boxes can be used for projecting beautiful images of star constellations on the
wall or ceiling. Copy the constellation you wish to study on a sheet of thin paper. (You can find star
charts in books on astronomy or accompanying an article on constellations in an encyclopaedia.) Place
the drawing face down on the outside of the bottom of the box. You should be able to see the star dots
through the paper. With a nail, punch holes through the box at each dot. These holes form a
mirror- image pattern of the constellation, but it will appear normal when projected.

To operate your ‘planetarium,’ take it into a dark room and insert a torch into the open end. Tilt the
torch so that it shines against the side of the box rather than directly towards the holes. This will throw
an enlarged image of the constellation on the wall. By turning the box you can study all positions of the
configuration.
PENNY PARADOX
How many times does the earth rotate during one complete journey around the sun? The answer
depends on your point of view. As seen from the sun, the earth makes 365.25 turns. But as seen from a
fixed star, it rotates 366.25 times. So the ‘sidereal day’ (a rotation relative to a star) is a bit shorter than
a ‘solar day.’
The extra rotation is easily explained by the following simple experiment. Place two pennies flat on a
table, edges touching, as shown. Hold the lower coin firmly with your left forefinger while you rotate the
other penny around it (the edges should touch at all times). After the penny is back where it started,
how many somersaults has the head made? The surprising answer is not one but two. To an observer
on the central penny, the outside penny would rotate only once, but to you, the ‘sidereal’ observer, an
additional rotation has occurred.

CHEMISTRY
COMBUSTIBLE CUBE

The word ‘catalyst’ is used in chemistry for any substance that causes a chemical reaction to take place
in its presence, but does not itself change during this reaction. This can be demonstrated easily with a
sugar cube, a tiny amount of cigar or cigarette ash, and matches.
First put the sugar cube on a dish and see if you can set fire to it with a match. You will find it
impossible to do,
Now rub a bit of ash on one side of the cube and try again. This time it catches fire and burns
steadily!
The ash, of course, is the catalyst. Its presence causes the sugar to ignite, although the ash itself is not
combustible and remains unchanged throughout the burning.

LIFT THAT CUBE
A single ice cube is floating in a glass of water. You hold a piece of string about four inches long.
Problem: without touching the ice with your fingers, lift the cube out of the glass with the string.
This puzzle should be presented at the dinner table where a salt-cellar is available, for the solution
makes use of the fact that salt causes ice to melt. Lay the string across the cube, as shown. Sprinkle salt
on top of the ice. The ice around the string will start to melt. But in doing so, it will take in heat from the
surrounding water which will refreeze about the string. After a minute or two, lift the string. The cube will
adhere tightly to it!
There is a lesson here for anyone who sprinkles salt on an icy pavement. Unless you use enough salt
to melt all the ice, the water will freeze again.

COPYING FLUID

With the aid of this fluid, newspaper photographs and cartoons can be transferred easily from the
newsprint to blank sheets of paper. To make the fluid, mix four parts of water with one part of
turpentine. Add a bit of soap about the size of a pencil rubber and shake the mixture until the soap is
dissolved. The purpose of the soap is to form an emulsion that keeps the turpentine and water
(which have different specific gravities) from separating.
To copy a newspaper picture, moisten the picture with the liquid, place a blank sheet of paper on top,
then rub the paper vigorously with the bowl of a spoon. The turpentine dissolves enough of the ink so
that a reverse impression of the picture is transferred to the paper.

PHYSIOLOGY
CATCH THE NOTE

Hold a pound or ten-shilling note in your left hand as shown and poise your right hand to catch the
note, but with fingers and thumb not quite touching it. If you release the note, you will find it easy to
catch with your right hand before it falls to the floor.
Now, see if someone else can catch the note when you release it. Let him place his thumb and fingers
on either side of the note, as you did before. Drop the note. His fingers will close on empty air. You can
repeat this as often as you wish. The chances are that he will not be able to catch the note.
The reason why the trick is so easy when you try it on yourself is that your brain is able to send
‘release’ and ‘catch’ signals simultaneously to your two hands. But when you hold the note for
someone else to catch, his brain must first see it fall, then send a catch signal to his fingers. This takes
just a trifle too long to permit a successful catch.

PULSE DETECTOR
There are many kinds of expensive equipment for translating the human heartbeat into some sort of
visual phenomenon. This simple device, costing less than a penny, will enable you to detect your own
heartbeat quite distinctly.
Just stick a drawing-pin into the base of a large match- stick and balance it on your wrist at the spot
where you con feel the pulse. The arm should be resting comfortably on a table. The head of the match
will vibrate slightly, like a tiny metronome, with each pulsation of your heart.

THE CROOKED PATH

Drawing pictures or printing letters is very difficult for a young child. The reason: he has not yet built up
a store of conditioned reflexes that tell him how to move his hand to produce a desired visual effect.
Here is an amusing way to put yourself in the child’s place and experience something akin to his
problems of co-ordinating hand and eye.
Place this page in front of a mirror. Pile some books between you and the page, so that you can see
the page only by looking over the books and into the mirror. Reach around the books with a pencil in
hand, and place the point at the spot marked ‘ Start’. Now see if, looking only in the mirror, you can
trace the entire path without going over the borders. It isn’t easy, because your deeply ingrained
eye-hand habit patterns fail to apply to the reverse image.

ONE OR TWO POINTS?
Bend open a hairpin until its points are about an inch and a half apart. Ask someone to close his eyes
and tell you whether you are pressing one or both points of the hairpin against his forearm. Surprisingly,
he will be unable to distinguish one sensation from the other. The widely separated points will feel
exactly like a single point.
Now close the hairpin until its points are only 1/16th of an inch apart. Repeat the same test on the
subject’s finger tips. This time, he will have no difficulty in distinguishing one from two points.
Different parts of the body vary enormously in their ability to distinguish separate points of pressure.
You can, if you wish, make a chart of body sensitivity.

PSYCHOLOGY

FLOATING SAUSAGE

To see this curious optical illusion, first place the tips of your index fingers together, holding them
about three inches in front of your eyes as shown. Look past the fingers, focusing your eyes on
something in the distance.
Now separate the tips of your fingers about half an inch. You will see a sausage-shaped finger, with a
nail at each end, floating, all by itself, in the air between your fingertips!
This is what happens. By focusing on a distant point, you prevent the separated images of your fingers
(one image in each eye) from fusing properly. The position of your hands is such that your left eye’s
image of your left finger and your right eye’s image of your right finger partially overlap to form the
solid-looking sausage that seems to be floating in space.

CIRCLES ON THE CARD
Draw four heavy lines on a rectangular piece of cardboard, as shown. Push a pin through the centre,
and holding the pin, spin the card. Surprisingly, you will see two concentric circles.
This puzzling illusion arises from the fact that there is a spot on each line, which traces a smaller circle
than any other spot while the card, is spinning. This results in a maximum concentration of blackness
along this circle, making it visible.
The trick works with only one set of lines, but drawing a second set opposite the first will strengthen
the illusion.

MISSING SLICE
A slice is obviously missing from the cake in this picture. To find the piece, turn the picture upside
down.
Here is the explanation of this startling optical illusion: When we turn the picture upside-down, it is still
possible to view it as an inverted cake with a missing slice. But since we almost never see a cake from
this odd angle, our mind has an irresistible tendency to interpret the ellipses as the aide of a cake tin
viewed from above. As a result, the straight lines are seen as a solid slice of cake rather than as a
depression left by a slice that has been removed.

SIX PENNY ILLUSION
Can you place a sixpence hat on this picture of a table in such a way that the sixpence does not touch
any of the four sides of the table top?
It certainly looks possible, but when you try it, you will discover that the coin is too large. The illusion
is caused partly by the angle of perspective in the drawing and partly by the fact that sixpence’s are a
trifle larger than we remember them to be.

SEE THROUGH YOUR HAND

Roll a sheet of paper into a tube, put one end of the tube to your right eye, like a telescope, and hold
your left hand, with your palm towards you, against the tube. Both eyes must be kept open. Focus your
vision on the opposite wall of the room. You will seem to be looking straight through a hole in your left
hand! By sliding the hand back and forth along the tube, you can find a spot where it will look as though
the hole is exactly in the centre of the palm of your hand.
The illusion is the result of binocular vision. The out-of- focus image of the hand in your left eye
overlaps what you see with your right eye.
If you shift your focus to your left hand, you will see the hole move away from the hand. Change the
focus back to a distant object, and the hole moves back to the band again.

GHOST PENNY
An interesting optical illusion is easily demonstrated with two pennies. Grip the pennies between the
tips of your index fingers held vertically as shown in Fig. 1. Rub the pennies against each other with
short, rapid, up and down movements. A third penny will mysteriously appear between and below the
other two, as shown in Fig. 2.
The ghost penny is caused by a momentary retention on your retinas of the images of the two coins in
their lowest positions. But why the ghost penny always appears below and never above the real coins
has never been satisfactorily explained.

SPOOKY SPIRAL

Would you doubt that the picture above shows a spiral line twisting out from the centre? Trace any
portion of it with the point of a pencil, and you will discover that it is not a spiral. It is a series of
concentric circles.
This remarkable optical illusion belongs to a class known as ‘twisted-cord illusions.’ Twisting together
a black and white strand to make a single cord, and then placing the twisted cord on variously patterned
backgrounds may produce them. There are many theories, but there is no general agreement among
psychologists as to why these illusions deceive the eye.

PAPER MOVIES
Cinematic motion is an illusion produced by a series of still images flashing rapidly across the screen.
The principle is strikingly demonstrated with this paper toy.
Fold in half a rectangular piece of paper, three by eight inches (Fig. 1). On the upper leaf draw the
face in Fig. 2, on the lower leaf draw the face in Fig. 3. Roll the upper leaf into a tube (Fig. 4).
Your left finger holds the upper left corner to a surface, while your right hand holds a pencil above the
curled leaf, as shown. Move the pencil rapidly up and down, causing the curled leaf to unroll and roll
up again. An amusing motion-picture effect will result.

TWIRL A THAUMATROPE

A thaumatrope is a toy device for demonstrating ‘retinal retention.’ This is the ability of the eye’s
retina to retain an image for a split second after the source of the image is withdrawn. A thaumatrope
can be made as follows:
Cut out a square piece of cardboard, each edge of which measures about 1.5 inches. Punch a hole
near each of two opposite edges. Then attach short pieces of cord as shown. Draw a large fishbowl on
one side of the square and a small fish on the other side. Hold a string between the thumb and first
finger of each hand. By sliding the thumbs over the fingers, you can twirl the square rapidly. While it is
twirling, you will see a composite picture of the fish in- side the bowl.

PENCIL ILLUSIONS
An astonishing sensory illusion can be produced with a pencil. Hold it between your thumb and first
finger, near one end as shown. Then move the hand straight up and down in short, quick shakes,
covering a distance of no more than two inches. Do not try to wiggle the pencil with your thumb and
finger. Just hold it in a loose grip so that it wobbles slightly as your hand goes up and down. If this is
done properly, the pencil will look exactly as though it was made of soft rubber that bends with every
shake.

THE ILLUSORY PENDULUM

A startling, little-understood optical illusion can be demonstrated with a pendulum and a pair of dark
glasses. Make the pendulum by tying a small object to one end of a two-foot length of string. Let
someone stand across the room and swing the pendulum back and forth on a plane perpendicular to
your line of vision.
View the pendulum by holding the spectacles so that only your right eye is seeing through a dark glass.
Both eyes must remain open. The pendulum will appear to swing in a clockwise circle!
Now transfer the dark glass to your left eye, keeping both eyes open as before. The pendulum will
change its direction of rotation and seem to swing anticlockwise!
Psychologists are not agreed on the cause of this puzzling illusion. In a recent paper, Dr. R. Stuart
MacKay of the University of California argues that the phenomenon is related to the fact that images
dimmed by the dark glass reach the brain a moment after the brighter images reach the other eye, but
exactly how this causes the rotary motion remains obscure.

HOT OR COLD?

Before thermometers were invented, everyone judged how hot or cold something was by the way it
felt. The following simple experiment shows how unreliable this method.
Take three glasses. Fill one with very hot water, another with ice water, the third with water at room
temperature. Put a finger of one hand in the hot water, a finger of the other hand in the cold. Hold them
there for about a minute. Then use the two fingers, one at a time, to test the temperature of the glass of
water at room temperature. This water will feel warm to the finger that has been in cold water, but quite
cool to the finger that has been in hot water.
Judging subjectively (by personal reaction) rather than objectively (by scientific measurement) is one
of the commonest causes of error. When you are in a hurry to get somewhere in a car, doesn’t the
traffic seem to move with annoying slowness? But when you are out for a Sunday drive, what a rush
everyone else seems to be in!

TAKE ANOTHER LOOK!

If you glanced at the triangle above and read the words within it as ‘Paris in the spring,’ you had
better take a second look.
The fact is that most of us read by seeing certain word patterns as a whole (psychologist’s call this
unified pattern a Gestalt), rather than by looking at each word individually. People who read rapidly in
such a fashion make poor proof- readers because their eyes slide rapidly over mistakes like the
repeated word in the triangle.
You can have a lot of fun showing this triangle to your friends. You will be surprised how many cannot
read it correctly even after six or seven attempts.

MNEMONIC AIDS

Hard-to-remember bits of information can often be stored in the memory by using mnemonic
(memory) aids. Here an several examples of how it can be done:
Which side of a ship or aeroplane is the port side? You can remember that it is the left side, as you
face forward, because ‘left’ and ‘port’ have the same number of letters. Is the port light red or green?
Red, because port wine is red. Are stalactites or stalagmites found at the tops of caves? Stalactites
because they stick tight to cavern ceilings.
Mathematicians sometimes remember pi to seven decimal places by recalling the sentence, ‘May I
have a large container of coffee?’ The number of letters in each word stands for a corresponding digit of
pi.
The illustration above shows how your fists may be used for remembering the number of days in each
month. Mentally label the knuckles and the space between them, from left to right, with the names of the
months in proper order. All ‘knuckle months’ have 31 days. The others have 30, except February. It
has 28 days, except in leap years, when it has 29.

GENERAL MATHEMATICS
TOPSY-TURVY TUMBLERS

TOPSY-TURVY TUMBLERS
Here is an amusing mathematical trick to surprise your friends. Position three empty drinking glasses in
a row on a table, centre glass right side up and end glasses inverted, as shown. The idea is to turn two
glasses at a time and, in exactly three moves, to get all of them the right side up.
To demonstrate the procedure, take glasses A and B, one in each hand, and turn them both over
simultaneously. Do the same with glasses A and C and then repeat with A and B. Result: all three glasses
are upright.
Now comes the furtive part. Casually turn the centre glass upside down, and challenge someone to
get all three of the glasses the right side up, as you have just done.
The chances are that no one will realise that you have rearranged the glasses. You started with two
down, one up; now two are up, one down. The mathematics of the trick is such that, from this new
starring formation, the puzzle can not be solved in any number of moves.
Your victims will be frustrated until some sharp-eyed spectator notices your sly move.

REVERSE NOUGHTS AND CROSSES

A mathematical game can sometimes be reversed so that the object of play is to force the other player
to win. This usually results in a surprisingly different mathematical structure. Give away chequers is a
familiar example. Less well known is the reverse form of noughts and crosses. In this, the first player to
get three marks in a row loses.
This game is more complicated than the regular game. The second player has a strong advantage and
can always win (if he plays correctly), unless the first player opens in the centre cell. In that case, if the
first player always takes a cell directly opposite his opponent’s last move (so that three marks are in a
line) the game is sure to end in a draw, as in the one shown.
The best plan to follow in playing against someone who does not know the strategy just explained is
to play each time so that you leave your opponent a maximum number of ways to win. Try a few games,
and see how much fun it is.

TOPOLOGY
TANGLED COUPLES

The study of knots and linkages belongs to a branch of geometry called topology. Here is a
topological puzzle that makes an entertaining party game.
Divide the guests into couples. Each couple ties a piece of string to their wrists, with the two strings
linked together as shown. A prize goes to the first couple to unlink themselves without cutting or untying
the cord.
Passing the centre of one string under the string around the other person’s wrist, then over his hand,
and then back under the string again solves the puzzle.

KNOTTY PROBLEM

Lay a piece of string on a table. Challenge anyone to seize one end in each hand and tie a knot
without letting go either end.
It seems physically impossible, yet it can be done easily. The trick is to fold your arms first and then
bend over and pick up the string as shown. When you unfold your arms, a knot will form in the centre
of the string. It is interesting to note that two geometrically distinctive types of knots can be tied in this
manner, depending on whether you cross your right arm over the left or left over the right. The resulting
knots are mirror images of each other.

PROBABILITY
BOYS VERSUS GIRLS

Let us suppose that you marry and have four children. How many will be boys, and how many will be
girls?
There are three possibilities: they may all be of one sex, there may be three of one sex and one of the
other, or the sexes may be balanced two and two. Which possibility would you say was most likely?
Most people think the 2-2 combination is most likely, but the most probable combination is actually
3-1, e.g. three boys and one girl or three girls and one boy. You can prove this by making a list of the
16 possible permutations for four children, each of which may be male or female.
You will discover that eight of these are 3-1, giving a probability of 8:16 or 1:2 that the children would
comprise three boys and one girl or three girls and one boy. Only six permutations are 2:2, making the
probability of this event 6-16 or 3:8. The remaining possibility— that they would all be of one sex —
occurs only twice on the list, giving it a probability of 2: 16, or 1: 8.

THE THREE CARDS

The odds of winning in certain games are often quite different from what you would expect. Suppose
you have three cards: one is black on both sides (BB), one is white on both sides (WW), and one is
black on one side and white on the other (BW). You shake them in a hat, then take out a card and place
it on the table. What are the odds that the underside will match the upper?
If the top of the card is black, you might reason as follows: ‘This can’t be the WW card. Since it is
just as likely to be the BB as the BW, the odds that the under- side is black must be even.
As a matter of fact, the odds are two to one! There are three, not two equally possible cases: (1) the
visible black side is on the BW card: (2) it is one side of the BB; (3) it is the other side of the BB. In
two of these cases the underside matches the upper, as against only one in which it doesn’t.

GEOMETRY
TO TRISECT AN ANGLE

Trisecting an angle, using only compass and straight edge, was one of the great classical problems of
antiquity. Modern mathematics has proved it impossible, but here is a simple and ingenious mathematical
device that trisects accurately.
Cut a piece of cardboard to the pattern shown in Fig.1. Place the device on the angle so that point A
lies on one side of the angle, edge B intersects the angle’s vertex, and the curved edge is tangent to the
other side (Fig. 2). Make dots on the paper at points C and D, draw lines from the angle’s vertex
through the dots, and there you have it! If the angle is too acute for the device to fit you can always
double the angle, trisect it, and then bisect each trisection to obtain trisections for the original angle.
Now see if you know your plane geometry well enough to prove that the instrument will trisect.

SPIN A HYPOCYCLOID

A hypocycloid is a curve traced by a point on the rim of a circle when the circle is rolled around the
inside rim of a larger circle. For example, Fig. 1 shows a three-cusped hypocycloid, called the ‘deltoid,’
that results when the rolling circle has a diameter one-third that of the larger circle.
See if you can guess the shape of a hypocycloid generated by a small circle with a diameter exactly
one-half that of the large circle (Fig. 2). Then test your intuition by cutting a cardboard circle of the right
size and rolling it around the inside of the rim of a circular pie dish. You will be surprised at the answer!

GEOMETRICAL SHORTCUT

In most geometry classes, you are taught to find the centre of a given circle by a fairly complicated
compass procedure. Here is a short-cut method used by commercial artists. It often comes in handy.
Place the corner of a sheet of paper on the circle’s circumference (Fig. 1), then mark points A and B
where the sides of the paper intersect the circle. The position of the sheet does not matter in the least
are certain to mark the ends of a diameter.
Use the edge of the paper to lightly rule in the diameter, then repeat the procedure at a different spot
to get another diameter (Fig. 2). The two lines intersect at the centre of the circle.

DRAW A PERFECT ELLIPSE

A circle is easily drawn with a compass, but how would you go about drawing a perfect ellipse?
Here is an easy method.
Stick two pins in a sheet of paper. Tie a string into a loop and put the loop over the pins. Stretch the
string taut with the point of your pencil, as shown. Then move the pencil around the pins. It will trace a
perfect ellipse.
This technique demonstrates the fundamental geometrical property of the ellipse: lines drawn from the
two foci to any point on the ellipse always have a constant sum. In this case, the pins are at the foci, and
string segments AC and BC are the two lines to a common point on the curve. Since segment AB stays
the same length, the sum of AC and BC must remain constant while your pencil traces the curve.
As you move the pins closer together, keeping the same size loop, you’ll find that the pencil traces
broader and broader ellipses. When the foci come together, you will have a circle.

PAPER - FOLD PROOF

Your geometry teacher may not approve of this absurdly simple way to prove that the sum of all the
angles of a triangle is equal to a straight (l80-degree) angle. All the same, the proof is quite convincing.
Cut a triangle of any size or shape out of a piece of paper. By folding over the corners, as shown, you
can easily make the three angles fit neatly together to form a straight angle at the triangle’s base.

THROUGH THE HOLE

Place a halfpenny on a small square of paper, and trace a circle around it with a pencil. Cut out this
circle (Fig. 1). Can a penny be pushed through this hole without tearing the paper?
The surprising answer is yes. Fold the paper across the hole, with the penny inside (Fig. 2). It is now
a simple matter to push the coin through the hole, as shown in Fig. 3. For the trick to work, it is only
necessary for the circumference of the hole to be slightly more than twice the diameter of the coin to be
passed through it.

PARADOX FOR SQUARES

The four figures illustrate an amusing ‘proof’ that the diagonal of a square is equal in length to twice
the square’s side!
Suppose the side of the square measures 100 units. In Fig. 1, we drew a zigzag path from corner A to
corner B, making each step 25 units broad and 25 units high. The length of this path is clearly 200 units,
which is twice the square’s side. In Fig. 2, the steps are shortened to 20 units, but the length of the path
remains the same. In fact, it remains 200 units no matter how small we make the steps (Figs. 3 and 4),
provided the sides of each step are parallel to the sides of the square. Eventually the steps become so
minute that the path apparently will become a straight line. But it will still be 200 units long!
The explanation is that no matter how small the steps are made, they will never vanish. In other
words, the zigzag path will never become a straight line.

PYTHAGOREAN PLEASANTRY
PARALLEL

Hundreds of ingenious proofs have been devised for the famous Pythagorean theorem, or fortyseventh proposition of Euclid, which states that the square on the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle
equals the sum of the squares on the other two sides. Here is a highly unorthodox but convincing way to
demonstrate the theorem with the aid of a pair of scissors.
First draw the squares on the two shorter sides of any right-angled triangle. Divide the square on the
larger of these sides into four parts by two lines at right angles to each other and intersecting at the
centre of the square. One of these lines must be parallel to the triangle’s hypotenuse.
Now cut out the small square and the four parts of the larger one. You will find that these five pieces
will fit together neatly to form the square on the hypotenuse! Now that you have demonstrated the
theorem, can you prove it mathematically?

NUMBERS
MATCHES IN THE FIST

If you add all the digits of a number and subtract the total from the original number, you will find that
the answer will always be a multiple of nine. An entertaining mind-reading trick can be based on this
curious fact.
Hand an unused folder of paper matches to someone. Turn your back and request him to follow these
instructions:
1. Tear out any number of matches from 1 to 10 and put them in his pocket.
2. Count the remaining matches, add the two digits of this number, and tear out matches that
correspond to this total. For example: if he counts 16 matches in the folder, 1 plus 6 is 7, so he tears
out 7 matches. These matches are also pocketed.
3. Tear out any number of the remaining matches, this time holding them in his fist.
You turn around, glance at the open folder, and tell him the number of matches he is holding in his fist.
The secret: step 2 above will always leave 9 matches. Count the matches left in the folder and
subtract from 9 to learn the number he has concealed in his fist.

MAGIC WITH DICE

The fact that opposite sides of a dice always totals seven underlies many unusual mathematical tricks
with dice. Here is one of the best.
Turn your back while someone tosses three dice. Ask him to: (1) add all the uppermost faces; (2)
pick up one of the dice and add the bottom face to the former total; (3) roll this same dice again and
add the number it shows on top to the previous total.
Turn around and point out that you have absolutely no way of knowing which of the three dice was
used for the second roll. Pick up the dice, shake them in your hand a moment, and then announce the
correct total!
How do you know? Simple. Merely total the top faces of the three dice before you pick them up, and
add seven. With a little thinking, you should be able to sec why this works.

THE MAGIC WINDOW

Ask someone to jot down any three-digit number in which the first and last digits differ by at least 2.
Suppose he writes 317. Tell him to reverse the digits and subtract the smaller number from the larger
(713 minus 317 leaves 396). Finally, he must reverse the digits in this answer and add them to the
answer (693 plus 396 equals 1089).
‘Now if you will please breathe on that windowpane,’ you say to him, pointing to one of the windows
in the room, ‘you’ll see your final answer on the glass.’ When he breathes on the glass, the number
1089 magically appear on the misted pane!
The secret is quite simple: the answer is always 1089.
Before doing the trick, mix some detergent in a glass of water, dip your finger in the liquid, and write
1089 with the tip of your finger on the windowpane. The writing is invisible when dry, but when
someone breathes on the glass the area touched by your finger will not fog.

LIGHTNING ADDITION

Anyone can be a lightning-fast calculator if he knows the secret of this addition trick:
Ask someone to write any five-figure number on the blackboard. You then write a five-figure number
beneath it, apparently at random. Actually, you choose your digits so that each one, added to the digit
above it, will total nine. For example:
His number: 45623
Your number: 54376
Tell the person to put a third five-figure number beneath your number. You then write a fourth number,
using the same nine-principle. After he has written a fifth number, you draw a line under it and without a
moment’s hesitation write the correct total. More startling still, you write it from left to right!
How do you do it? Just subtract 2 from the fifth number and put 2 in front of what is left. For
example: if the fifth number is 48765, the total will be 248763.
DIGITAL COMPUTER

In parts of Russia, peasants still use their fingers as ‘digital computers’ (an appropriate name!) for
multiplying numbers from 6 to 10. The method is interesting. Want to try it?
Mentally number your fingers from 6 to 10, as shown in Fig. 1. Suppose you wish to multiply 7 by 8.
The tip of a 7-finger (on either hand) is placed against the tip of the 8-finger on the other hand (Fig. 2).
The touching fingers, together with all fingers below them on both hands, represent tens. In this case
there are 5 such fingers. Five tens are 50.
The next step is to multiply the number of remaining fingers on the left hand by the number of
remaining fingers on the right. Three times 2 is 6. Then add 6 to 50 to obtain the final answer: 56. The
method never fails.

CRAZY MULTIPLICATION

There are many methods of multiplying numbers of more than one digit. Here is one of the strangest.
Suppose you wish to multiply 23 by 17. Half of 23 is 11.5. Ignore the fraction, and put 11 under 23
as shown. Half of 11 is 5.5. Again ignore the fraction, and put down 5. In short, form a column of
successive divisions by 2, omitting all remainders. Continue until you reach 1.
Form a corresponding column under 17. But this time, double each number to obtain the one below.
Continue until you have a number opposite the 1 in the left-hand column. Draw a line through any row
(in this case there is only one) that has an even number on the left. Now add the numbers remaining in
the right-hand column Believe it or not, the answer will be the product of 23 and 17. The method is
based on the binary number system and works with any pair of numbers, no matter how large.
Why it works is too complicated to explain here. But if you are interested, you will find it clearly
explained in Chapter 3 of Helen Merrill’s Mathematical Excursions (made available as a paperback by
Dover Publications)

MAGIC MULTIPLICATION

Here is an amusing number trick to show your friends.
First jot down on a sheet of paper the ‘magic number’ 12,345,679. It’s an easy number to remember
because it consists simply of all the digits (numbers from 1 to 9) in serial order with the 8 omitted.
Now ask a friend to tell you his favourite digit. Whatever number he chooses, multiply it in your head
by 9 and write the result beneath the magic number. For example, if he tells you his favourite digit is 3,
you put 27 below the magic number. Then ask him to multiply 12,345,679 by 27. The answer is sure
to astound him, for it will consist entirely of 3’s-the very digit he selected! The trick works just as well
with any digit. Try it and see.

LIGHT
MAGIC PICTURE

A popular novelty in Japan is a glass with a picture on the bottom that is invisible until the glass is filled.
You will need a thick-sided glass (the interior of which narrows to about the size of the tip of your
finger), a transparent glass marble about half-inch to 3/4 inch in diameter, and some quick-drying
cement. Transparent glass marbles are sold in various colours for use in goldfish bowls.
Drop the marble into the glass, then with a toothpick put a ring of cement around the marble, where it
touches the glass, to hold it firmly in place. Paste a small picture on the outside bottom of the glass,
picture side toward the glass. If you wish, paint the outside bottom of the glass black to conceal the
fact that something is pasted there.
When you look down into the glass you will see nothing, because the picture is beyond the focal
length of the marble. But when you fill the glass with water, the picture appears suddenly in magnified
form! The reason for this is that liquids have a much higher refractive index than air. This alters the focal
length of the sphere, or marble, causing it to act as a convex lens focused on the picture.
UNREVERSED IMAGE

When you look into a mirror, you do not see yourself the way others see you. You see a reversed
image. If you part your hair on the left, your image parts its hair on its right, and so on.
With the aid of two pocket mirrors (preferably without frames), you can actually see your face the
way others see it. Hold the mirrors at right angles to each other and look directly into them as shown.
You will be able to adjust the mirrors until they form a perfect reflection of your face.
Now, wink your right eye. Your image will wink its right eye, just the opposite of what you would see
in an ordinary mirror. The reason is that each mirror reflects the image in the other, so that what you see
is actually a reflection of a reflection, or a reversal of a reversal, which of course is the same as no
reversal at all.

COLOUR THAT ISN’T THERE

‘Subjective colour’ is the term physicists apply to colours that appear when you are watching rapidly
alternating patterns of black and white. To demonstrate this puzzling phenomenon, copy the circle
shown and mount it on cardboard. Push a pin through the centre dot so you can spin the disc.
While the disc is whirling you will see concentric circles richly tinted with different colours! Reverse
the direction of spin and the order of colours will also reverse!
Gustav Fechner, a nineteenth-century German physicist, was the first to construct such a disc. Since
then, physicists have been unable to agree on just what causes these curious colour sensations. A few
years ago, a Chicago television performer spun a large wheel of this type, and people watching his
programme saw the colours quite clearly on their black-and-white television screens.

SWIZZLE-STICK CODE

To decode the secret message below, you must use a solid, cylindrical, transparent glass or plastic
rod. Hold the rod over the printing, close to the page, and the message can be read through the rod.
The code used in the message is based on the fact that when you look at printing through the rod, its
refractive power reverses each letter and at the same time inverts it. So all you have to do is print your
message in the above code.

MAKE A STROBOSCOPE

A stroboscope is a device that cuts off light at regular intervals of time. When you look through it at a
rhythmically moving object, the motion seems to slow down or even to stop. A simple stroboscope is
easily made by cutting eight narrow slots at evenly spaced intervals around the rim of a cardboard
circle. Put a pin through the centre, and stick the pin into the eraser of a pencil so you can spin the disc
in front of one eye, as shown.
Look through the moving rim at a rotating object—a spinning gramophone record, electric fan, or
even a mirror reflection of the stroboscope itself. Depending on the relative speeds of the stroboscope
and object, the object will appear to be stationary or to move slowly either in the direction of its actual
spin or in the opposite direction. This is because you see the object only at regularly spaced instants and
do not see its movements in between.
Stroboscopic illusions are frequent in motion pictures, because the movie camera takes its series of
pictures at evenly spaced intervals.

WATERMARK WRITING

HARD PENCIL
WET SHEET

DRY SHEET

GLASS

As every stamp collector knows, a watermark is an invisible imprint on a postage stamp, for
identification purposes. It becomes visible when the stamp is immersed in liquid. Applying pressure that
disturbs the fibres of the paper produces watermarks and thus changes the way they reflect light when
wet. Watermarks are easy to make and provide a novel, little-known way to write secret messages.
Dip a sheet of blank paper in water, place it on a smooth, hard surface (such as a windowpane or
mirror), and cover it with a dry sheet. Write on the dry sheet, using a hard lead pencil and firm
pressure. Discard the dry sheet. You will find the writing clearly visible on the wet one. The writing will
vanish without a trace when the paper dries, but will reappear when the sheet is dipped in water.

VANISHING POSTAGE STAMP

Place a postage stamp face up on a table. Set a glass of water on the stamp. Then cover the glass
with a saucer, as shown. The stamp disappears! Walk around the glass, peering into it from any angle
you please. The stamp is completely invisible.
The explanation lies in the phenomenon of refraction— the bending of light rays when they pass at an
angle from one medium to another. The dotted lines show how light rays are refracted upward when
they pass from water to air and how they strike the underside of the saucer. Since the saucer screens off
all refracted rays, there is no angle from which the postage stamp can be seen.

SPECTRUM ON THE CEILING

One of Isaac Newton’s most famous experiments was done with a beam of sunlight passing through a
prism to form rainbow colours on the wall. You can perform a similar experiment with a torch, a pocket
mirror, and a shallow bowl of water.
Place the mirror in the bowl so that it is at an angle of about 30-degrees to the surface of the water.
Darken the room, and then shine the torch towards the mirror. A small spectrum of colours will appear
on the ceiling.
The experiment proves that white light is composed of many different wave lengths, each belonging to
a different colour. The water acts as a prism, refracting each wavelength at a slightly different angle to
form the colours on the ceiling.

FAR OR NEAR?

The only clue at the scene of the crime was a pair of spectacles. Sherlock Holmes held them a foot or
two from his eyes. ‘Hmmm,’ he said, ‘The murderer was farsighted in his left eye, nearsighted in his
right, with a bit of astigmatism in both.’
‘Great Scott!’ cried Watson.‘ How did you deduce that? ‘
‘Elementary, my dear Watson. When a lens magnifies objects seen through it, it is a convex lens
intended to correct farsightedness. When the lens diminishes objects, it is concave and intended to
correct near-sightedness. And if objects change shape when you rotate the lens slowly around its
centre, you know the lens is for astigmatism.’
These tests are worth knowing. When an oculist writes a prescription for a pair of glasses he uses a
plus sign to indicate a convex lens, and a minus sign for a concave one.
With these simple tests a person who wears glasses can discover what defect his glasses have been
designed to correct.

PICTURE COPIER

We are familiar with the fact that a windowpane will reflect images like a mirror, especially at night
when the far side of the window is dark and the room is illuminated. This fact can be put to practical use
in making an excellent device for copying drawings.
Simply arrange for a plate of glass (the glass in an empty picture frame will do) to be supported
vertically on a table, as shown. Put the picture to be copied on one side of the glass, and a sheet of
blank paper on the other. Sit on the side where the picture is. Darken the room except for one lamp that
shines on the picture. The image of the picture will seem to fall on the blank paper. The glass will be
transparent enough for you to see your hand and pencil through it while you trace the image.

COLOUR COMPLEMENTS

COLOURED
PAPER
GREY CARDBOARD
FOLDED WAX PAPER

An interesting physiological experiment, known as’ Meyer’s experiment,’ can be performed easily
with a sheet of coloured paper, a small square of grey cardboard, and a sheet of wax paper from a
kitchen roll.
Place the cardboard square on the coloured paper (a bright red or green works best). Then cover
both paper and square with wax paper folded once, twice, or three times, depending on its thickness.
The square, seen through the transparent paper, will appear strongly tinted with a colour complementary
to the colour of the paper. That is, it will seem light green if red paper is used, pinkish if green paper is
used.
The effect is closely related to the fact, familiar to all artists, that shadows of coloured objects acquire
a tint of the complementary colour. (A classic discussion of Meyer’s experiment will be found in
Chapter 17 of William James’s Principles of Psychology (available as a paperback published by
Dover Publications).)

GRAVITY
THE PRECARIOUS FORKS

TOP VIEW

If you overlap the prongs of two forks and then insert a penny between the prongs so that it holds
both forks together, you will be able to balance the coin and forks on the brim of a glass as shown.
This is extremely baffling to most people because the entire weight of both forks is on the outer
portion of the coin. Why don’t the forks and coin fall?
The explanation: The heavy handles of the forks curve towards the glass. This shifts the centre of
gravity of the entire structure to a point directly beneath the spot where the coin rests on the glass,
putting the forks and coin in a state of stable equilibrium.

GRAVITY MACHINE

A perpetual-motion machine operated solely by gravity is impossible, but gravity does play an
essential role in thousands of simple mechanical devices. Here is a gravity machine you can construct
from a candle, a needle, two glasses, and two saucers.
Cut away the tallow at the bottom of a long candle to expose the wick. Push the needle through the
middle of the candle; then rest the ends of the needle on the rims of two glasses. Place a saucer beneath
each wick; then light the wicks.
As the tallow drips from the ends, one side soon becomes lighter than the other.
Gravity then pulls down the heavy end, causing if to drip a larger amount of tallow on the saucer.
This, of course, lightens that end, so it goes up while the other end goes down, deposits a blob of wax,
and goes back up again. The candle will seesaw up and down for hours.

FINGER IN THE BOWL

FINGER IN THE BOWL

Does a bowl of water weigh more with a goldfish in it than it does without the fish? This question
usually provokes considerable argument. The answer is yes. The bowl’s weight is increased by exactly
the weight of the fish inside it.
Suppose you merely poke a finger into the water. Most people would guess that this would not make
the bowl heavier, but it does. The bowl’s weight is increased by the weight of the water your finger
displaces, as you can easily demonstrate. Place a glass on each end of a ruler, with a pencil beneath, to
form a crude balance scale, as shown. Adjust the pencil until the scale is almost, but not quite, balanced.
Now plunge your finger into the raised glass, taking care to touch only the water. The extra weight will
immediately tip the ‘scale’ the other way.

GALILEO VERSUS ARISTOTLE

Everyone knows about Galileo’s famous experiment of dropping unequal weights from the leaning
tower of Pisa. The experiment proved that Aristotle was mistaken in his belief that heavy objects fall
faster than lighter ones.
You can repeat this historic experiment on a small scale by dropping a coin and a tiny piece of paper.
To eliminate air resistance on the paper, put it on top of the coin as shown. Drop the coin to the door,
giving it a slight spin to keep it horizontal while it falls. The coin and paper will fall together.
But, you may object, perhaps currents of air flowing around the falling coin cause the paper to stick to
it. To prove this isn’t so, hold the coin and paper high in the air. Then, instead of dropping the coin,
carry it down at a speed faster than normal falling speed. The piece of paper will be left behind.

BALANCING POINT

The centre of gravity of an irregularly shaped piece of cardboard is the spot where it will balance on
the eraser of a pencil. Here is an interesting way to locate this spot.
Punch a hole near the edge of the cardboard, and hang it on a nail. Make a plumb line by tying a
weight to a pica of thread. Hang the thread on the nail, as shown, and mark the vertical line with a
pencil. The centre of gravity always seeks the lowest position it can reach, so you know it is somewhere
on this vertical line.
Punch another hole at some other spot near the card- board’s edge and repeat the same procedure.
The spot where the two lines cross must, of course, be the centre of gravity.

THE FLOATING BALLOON

A gas-filled toy balloon of the type sold at fairs and on street corners can be made to hang suspended
in the middle of a room, with no visible means of support. This is how it can be done.
Tie a small piece of cardboard to the end of the balloon’s string, as shown. Use a piece just heavy
enough to keep the balloon from rising. With a pair of scissors, start snipping off tiny pieces of
cardboard. In this way you can adjust the balloon’s weight until it hangs magically in midair.
The trick would not work if it were not for the fact that cool air is heavier and denser than warm air
and therefore has greater buoyancy. The balloon hangs at a point where it is too light to sink into denser
air, which stays in the lower part of the room, too heavy to rise into the warmer air above

ANTI-GRAVITY CONE

This curious little toy seems to defy gravity. When it is placed at the bottom of a sloping track,
it appears to run uphill!
The toy is a double cone, easily made from two plastic funnels. Use rubber cement to stick their rims
together. The sloping track is cut from cardboard. You will have to experiment to get the slope just right,
since the gradient will depend on the sire of the funnels.
Arrange the track so the two sides are about an inch apart at the lower end, with a width at the other
end equal to the length of the double cone. When the cone is placed at the bottom of this track, it slowly
rolls to the top. Observe the cone carefully from the side and you will see what really happens. As the
cone moves ‘up,’ the increasing width of the track lowers the cone so that its centre of gravity actually
moves down.

STATIC ELECTRICITY
HINDU THREAD TRICK

The famous Hindu rope trick may be a myth, but here is a miniature version of it that anyone can do.
Hold one end of a short piece of thread. With your other hand, rub a pocket comb briskly on your
clothing, and then bring it near the free end of the thread. You will find you can make the thread stand
upright as shown. If you move the comb in small circles, the thread will also move in small circles.
Static electricity makes the trick possible. Friction causes free electrons to leave your clothing and
attach themselves to the comb, giving it a negative electric charge. The thread behaves exactly like an
electroscope. Free electrons are repelled from the thread, leaving it positively charged. Since opposite
charges attract, it is drawn towards the negatively charged comb.
The trick works best on cold dry days. Water is such an excellent conductor of electricity that, if the
air is too humid, there will be a rapid leakage of the electrical charge.

UNPEPPER THE SALT

This is an amusing dinner-table trick to show friends on dry winter days when static electricity is easy
to produce. Shake a pile of salt on the tablecloth; flatten it with your finger, then shake some pepper on
top of it. The problem is to remove the pepper from the salt,
Not many people are likely to think of the easy solution. Just put a static charge on a pocket comb by
running it a few times through your hair. Bring one end of the comb to about an inch above the salt. The
grains of pepper, which are lighter than salt grains, will jump to the comb.

THE INVISIBLE LEG

Cold winter days, when the air inside is dry and warm, are ideal for experiments with static electricity.
Here is an unusual one.
Press the toe of a nylon stocking against the wall. With the other hand, stroke the stocking vigorously
several times with a transparent polyethylene vegetable bag. (If you can stretch the material of the bag
you know its polyethylene.)
Now hold the stocking in the air and see how it fills out as though an invisible leg were inside. The
effect is due to a strong static charge on the nylon. Because like charges repel each other, the sides of
the stocking billow as far apart as possible.

MECHANICS
FEEDBACK BY THE YARD

You hear a lot these days about how electronic devices regulate themselves by ‘feedback.’ The
principle of feedback is not hard to understand. A wall thermostat, for example, ‘feeds back’ to the
furnace information about the temperature in a room, and the amount of heat is adjusted constantly to
maintain a steady temperature.
For a demonstration of a simple feedback mechanism, try this experiment:
Rest the ends of a yardstick (a broom handle will do) on your two index fingers as shown. Now bring
the fingers slowly together, trying your best to make them meet at some spot other than the centre of the
stick. You will find it impossible.
Why? If one finger gets slightly ahead of the other, the weight of the stick on that finger increases.
This, in turn, increases the amount of friction between finger and stick, causing the stick to stop sliding
until the other finger catches up. In short, the stick serves as a feedback device. By slowing up a finger
that starts to get ahead, it keeps the fingers moving toward its centre at approximately the same speed.

PARADOX ON WHEELS

Which goes faster, the top or bottom of a rolling wheel?
The question is tricky, because it is not clear exactly what is meant by ‘top’ or ‘bottom.’ Nevertheless,
there is a sense in which one can say that the top of a rolling wheel moves faster than the bottom. In the
sketch below, the wheel has made one quarter-turn as it rolls to the right. Note that top point T has
travelled much farther to reach T’ than bottom point B has travelled to reach B'. Since these distances
are traversed in the same time period, point T must have gone faster than point B.
In other words, parts of the wheel that for the time being are the upper half move faster than parts that
momentarily form the lower half. This is why, if you look through a rolling wheel with spokes, it is easier
to distinguish the slower-moving spokes in the lower half than it is to see those in the upper half.

MAKE A BOOMERANG

Cut a small L-shaped boomerang from a piece of heavy cardboard. The exact shape and size do not
matter, but the ends should be rounded as shown. Rest it on a book, tipping the book towards you.
Then strike the projecting end sharply with a pencil. The boomerang will whirl forward and up, then
glide back toward you along the same path. You may have to practice a few times to get the knack.
The spin of the boomerang is essential to its working, because it converts the cardboard into a
gyroscope. As long as it spins it will maintain the same plane of rotation. When it falls, the force of air
on the rotating and inclined blades pushes the boomerang back towards you.

THE UNBREAKABLE MATCH

Hold a wooden match with the tips of your fingers, as shown. Try to break it. You will be surprised to
find that it cannot be done.
This is easily understood when you realize that the muscles of the hand move the fingers in the manner
of a third-class lever. Such a lever is one that has the fulcrum (Flat one end, the resistance (R) at the
other end, and the effort (E) applied somewhere in between. Tweezers and sugar tongs are common
examples.
This type of lever sacrifices power for a wider are of movement at the resistance end. The longer the
distance from the resistance (in this case, the match) to the fulcrum (base of finger) as compared to the
distance from the effort (where the muscle is attached) to the fulcrum, the less the mechanical advantage
‘ of the lever. If you slide the match closer to the base of the fingers, the mechanical advantage increases
enormously. Then the match can be easily snapped.

SUSPENDED RICE

A popular trick among Hindu fakirs is that of plunging a dagger into a bowl of rice. When the fakir lifts
the dagger, the bowl is raised with it. Oddly enough, there is no ‘gimmick.’ You can do the trick yourself
with a glass jar, a box of uncooked rice, and a knife.
The jar must be wider than its opening. Fill it to the brim with rice, packing the grains down with your
thumbs. Plunge the knife straight down into the rice. Pull it out and repeat, in a series of quick jabs no
more than a few inches deep. With each stab, the grains pack more tightly. After a dozen or more of
these short jabs, plunge the knife down as far as you can. If enough chains of rice grains wedge
themselves against the blade and the top of the jar, you can lift the knife, and the entire jar will cling
mysteriously to it!

PENNY POSER

Arrange three pennies on a smooth surface, as shown. Challenge anyone to move penny C to a
position between pennies A and B, while observing the following conditions: B must not be moved from
its position, and A must not be touched in any way.
Few people are likely to hit on the method, unless they recall that solid bodies are capable of
transmitting a force without moving. Simply place the tip of you left fore- finger firmly on top of B. Slide
C toward it, releasing the penny before it strikes the right edge of B. The force of the blow will be
transmitted to A, shooting it off to the left. You now have to put C between the other two coins, and the
trick is done.

MATCHBOX STABILIZER

Challenge someone to hold a box of matches (the type with a sliding drawer) a foot above the table,
then drop it so that it lands on one end and remains standing. When he tries it, the box will bounce and
land on its side.
The trick is to take advantage of the stabilizing power of momentum (speed times mass). Push the
drawer about an inch out of the cover, and then drop the box, as shown. When it hits the table, the
momentum of the drawer sliding shut will prevent the box from falling over. Gyroscope stabilizers in
aeroplanes, torpedoes, and guided missiles operate on the same basic principle. The only difference is
that, in these, the momentum is created by rapidly spinning wheels.
The ordinary housefly has a pair of stabilizers that consist of a vibrating rod under each wing, with a
tiny ball-weight on the tip of each rod. When these halters are cut off, the fly loses control of his
balance.

SUPER-STRENGTH

Do you know that there is a simple way to break even the strongest cord or fish line with your bare
hands? It is both an entertaining demonstration of super-strength and a highly useful thing to know.
Wrap one end of the cord around your left forefinger, and then loop it around the hand exactly as
shown. With your other hand, seize the cord a foot or two below, wrapping it several times around the
right hand. Clench both hands and hold the fists close together, then quickly yank your right fist down
and your left fist up. The cord will snap inside your left fist at the point marked A.
The feat illustrates the fact that pressure is the force divided by the area on which the force operates.
By looping the cord as shown, the force is concentrated on the tiny area where the cord intersects itself.
This raises the pressure enough so that the cord acts like a dull knife blade and literally cuts through
itself.

POTATO PUNCTURE

Can a drinking straw, held like a small spear, be plunged completely through an unpeeled potato?
It seems impossible, but it isn’t. Hold the potato and straw exactly as shown. Your forefinger should
cover the top opening of the straw. Then, as you move your hand downward, a column of air will be
trapped in the straw, keeping it rigid.
Strike the potato quickly, with as much force as you can. Be sure the straw is perpendicular to the
surface of the potato when it hits. Otherwise the straw will tend to crumple.
It may take a bit of experimenting to get the knack. But once you master it, you can puncture the
potato almost every time. After a successful spearing, you will find a neat little potato cylinder tucked
tightly inside the end of the straw.

AIR
EGG IN THE BOTTLE

There is perhaps no more dramatic way of demonstrating the effect of air pressure than this stunt of
putting a hard-boiled egg into a milk bottle and getting it out intact.
Remove the shell, stand the egg on the mouth of the bottle and challenge your spectators to push it
inside the bottle. They will find it impossible. Since the air in the bottle has no outlet, it will firmly resist
any pressure on the egg.
You show how it can be done by dropping a burning match into the bottle just before you put the egg
on the mouth. The flame uses up oxygen, thus creating a vacuum that draws the egg neatly into the
bottle.
How do you get it out again? After everyone has tried and failed, turn the bottle upside down so the
egg falls into the neck. Tip back your head and blow vigorously into the inverted bottle as shown.
When you remove your lips, the egg will pop out so quickly that you will be wise to keep your other
hand near the opening so that you can catch it.

DANCING COIN

The next time you enjoy a bottled drink, give this entertaining science stunt a try. When the bottle is
empty but still cold, put a coin on the opening as shown. Dip your finger in water and let a drop or two
fall around the edge of the coin to seal the opening.
Now place both hands around the bottle, holding it firmly for about fifteen seconds. The coin will start
to click up and down mysteriously. Let it dance for a while, and then remove your hands. The coin goes
right on clicking!
The trick is a simple illustration of how air expands when heated. The cold air inside the bottle is
warmed by the heat from your palms. The expanding air escapes around the rim of the coin causing it to
flutter.

THE MAGDEBURG TUMBLERS

In Magdeburg, Germany, in 1650, a famous experiment was performed with two hollow iron
hemispheres. They were placed together and the air removed from their in- sides. This created a
vacuum so strong that it required eight teams of horses to pull the hemispheres apart.
The experiment can be demonstrated on a smaller scale by means of two glasses and a piece of
blotting paper dipped in water. Light several matches and drop them into one tumbler. Put the wet
blotting paper on the brim, and then quickly invert the second glass on the paper as shown.
The burning matches will consume the oxygen in the glasses (the blotting paper is too porous to seal
off the upper tumbler), creating a strong vacuum inside. Lift the upper glass. You will find that the wet
paper and lower glass adhere tightly to it!

BLOWING OUT A CANDLE

There are several amusing ways to blow out a candle, all of them being of scientific interest. For
example: Put your thumb over the opening of an empty bottle; then put your mouth over both opening
and thumb. Lift your thumb, blow as hard as you can, and trap the compressed air by again closing the
opening with your thumb. Now, if you aim the bottle at a candle flame (Fig.1) and quickly remove your
thumb, the bottle will obligingly puff out the flame. Light the candle again, holds the bottle between your
mouth and the flame (Fig. 2), and blow. The flame will go out just as though you were blowing straight
through the bottle. What happens is that the air moving past the bottle creates a partial vacuum behind
the bottle, and the air that rushes in to fill the vacuum puts out the flame.

THE FLOATING BALL

Cut a six-inch piece from the end of a straw. Put one end of the piece on your mouth, tip back your
head, and hold a table-tennis ball a few inches above the other end. Blow as hard as you can,
simultaneously releasing the ball. Instead of being blown away as you might expect, it remains
suspended in mid-air. The harder you blow, the higher it floats above the straw.
The explanation: when air is in rapid motion, its pressure is lowered. In this trick, the ball is actually
imprisoned by the column of upward rushing air. As soon as it wobbles a bit to one side, the greater
pressure outside the ‘jet stream ‘ forces the ball back into it again.

SMOKE RINGS

By folding the ends of six square pieces of cardboard or stiff paper and fitting them together as
shown, you can produce a neat little cubical box. Cut a small round hole in the centre of one card. Ask
Dad to take a puff on his cigar, pipe, or cigarette and gently blow the smoke into the box. Now, if you
tap the side of the box, a perfect smoke ring will rise from the opening.
The stunt should be performed in a room free of air currents. When the box is tapped rapidly, a series
of rings will emerge and expand in time to the tapping, creating a novel and entertaining spectacle.

BOILING WITHOUT HEAT

AIR PRESSURE
Years ago I saw a gypsy woman perform the following feat as a demonstration of her supposedly
magic powers. She filled a glass with water, and then covered it with her handkerchief, previously
dipped in water. She pushed down the centre of the cloth to form a kind of well, inverted the glass on
her right palm, then seized it with her left hand as shown. Air pressure ballooned the cloth upward inside
the glass.
‘When I put my finger on the glass,’ she explained, ‘it will make the water boil.’ Sure enough, when
she did so, streams of bubbles began rising through the water.
What happened was this. When she exerted pressure with her finger, the glass slid downward through
her left hand, causing the handkerchief to slide upward on the outside of the glass. This lowered the
centre of the cloth inside, forming a vacuum. The vacuum drew air through the handkerchief’s cloth
fibres and created a perfect illusion of boiling water.
(Note: Be sure to do your practising over the sink.)

BERNOULLI’S PRINCIPLE
BLOW

COTTON REEL

DRAWING-PIN

CARD

Push a drawing pin through the centre of a playing card and place a cotton reel over the point of the
pin as shown. Holding the cotton reel in one hand and the card in the other, put your lips to the top and
blow down through it as hard as you can. At the same time, release the card.
You would expect the card to he blown to the floor. Actually, it clings to the spool as long as you
blow.
The explanation lies in what is known as ‘Bernoulli’s principle’ (named after Daniel Bernoulli, an
eighteenth-century Swiss scientist). This principle states that when a gas or liquid is in motion, its
pressure is reduced; the more rapid the motion, the greater the reduction in pressure. Blowing into the
spool causes air to flow rapidly over the top of the card, lowering the air pressure. The stronger air
pressure below the card keeps it from falling.
This is exactly what happens when an aeroplane moves forward. The wings are so designed that air
rushes across their upper surfaces at a faster rate than it rushes past the lower surfaces. Thanks to
Bernoulli’s principle, this lowers the pressure more above the wings than below, producing the lifting
force that sustains the heavy plane in the air.

HYDRAULICS
OBEDIENT BUTTON

The magician drops a shirt button into a glass filled with a carbonated beverage. It sinks to the
bottom. A moment or two later, he waves his hand over the glass and says, ‘Button, rise!’ The button
floats slowly to the surface. When the magician snaps his fingers and says, ‘Button, sink!’ down it goes
again.
This startling trick works automatically with any small light object. While it is resting on the bottom of
the glass, tiny bubbles of carbon dioxide begin to cluster around it. When enough bubbles have
collected to counteract the object’s weight, they float it to the surface. On the surface, the bubbles burst
and the weight of the object carries it down again. This up and down motion continues as long as there
is carbonation in the liquid.
The magician, of course, has experimented beforehand with his button so that he knows just how long
to wait each time before he issues a command.

SELF-STARTING SIPHON
C
B A

Many strange types of self-starting siphons have been invented, but this one is so elementary that you
can construct it yourself from a single piece of glass tubing.
With the aid of a Bunsen burner, bend the tube into the shape indicated in the drawing. Allow it to
cool. When the bent part is submerged in water as shown, the siphon will immediately start flowing.
This is what happens. As soon as point A on the tube goes beneath the surface, the water (seeking its
own level) rushes through the tube to fill it to point B. Due to its inertia, however, the moving water is
carried up and over bend C to start the siphon.
The siphon can also be made with a certain type of drinking straw currently on the market. These
straws are so prepared that they can be bent without impeding the flow of liquid through them. Three
such straws, cut to the proper lengths, can be joined with cello-tape to make the siphon.

MYSTERIOUS MATCH HEADS

Pascal’s law tells us that pressure applied to a confined liquid is transmitted undiminished to all parts of
the liquid. This can be demonstrated with an empty bottle, a few paper book matches, and a balloon.
Remove the heads of the matches and then drop the heads into the bottle. Fill the bottle to the brim
with water and fasten the mouth of the balloon tightly over the bottle’s opening. The match heads will
float on top of the water but when you press your finger on the balloon diaphragm they will sink slowly
to the bottom. Remove your finger, and the heads float up again. The explanation is this. The pressure is
transmitted through the water, forcing a tiny amount of liquid to penetrate the porous paper edge of each
match head. This adds enough weight to the match head to make it sink. When you remove your finger,
there is enough air pressure inside the heads to force out the water, so up they go.

BRIM TO BRIM

Stand two glasses completely filled with water, brim to brim inside a bowl, as shown. Move the upper
glass a trifle to make a tiny, barely perceptible opening between the rims. Surface tension and the air
pressure outside the glasses will prevent the water from escaping. Can you remove the water from the
upper glass without touching either glass in any way?
The feat can be accomplished with a straw. Hold one end close to the opening between the brims and
blow through the other. Air will bubble up into the top glass, forcing water out through the opening and
down into the bowl.
(If, by the way, you have any trouble with the first part of the trick — getting the two full glasses brim
to brim — just plunge them underwater in a sink, put them together, and lift them out).

CAPILLARY SIPHON

Dip a woman’s handkerchief in water and wring it out. Then twist it like a rope, and hang it over the
brims of two glasses arranged as shown. Be sure that the handkerchief touches the bottom of the higher
glass, but hangs only a short distance below the rim of the lower one. Fill the top glass with water, and
go away. By the next morning, you should find all the water in the lower glass.
The handkerchief, of course, is not a true siphon. The water is drawn through the cloth by capillary
attraction — the tendency of liquids to rise in thin-bore tubes and move through porous materials such
as cloth and blotting paper.

TWO - TONE CORSAGE

Capillary action carries water from the soil up through the roots of plants and trees, through the trunk
or stem, and into the flowers and leaves. The liquid rises through sap tubes that are tiny enough to
produce the required capillary force. The process is easily demonstrated by this simple experiment.
Fill two glasses with water. Colour the water in one glass red by using a dye or food colouring.
Carefully split the stem of a white carnation (any other white flower will also do). Place half the stem in
one glass, the other half in the other glass, as shown. After a few hours you will find that one side of the
blossom has turned a beautiful crimson.
Worn by a young lady as a corsage, this two-toned carnation is sure to attract attention and serve as a
conversation starter.

CENTRE THE CORK

Fill a glass with enough water to reach almost to the rim. Drop a small cork into the glass, and
challenge anyone to make the cork float in the centre of the water without touching the sides of the
glass. He will find it impossible. The cork always drifts to one side.
After everyone has given up, show how easily it can be done. Add more water to the glass, pouring
carefully from another glass until the water rises slightly above the rim. Because of surface tension, the
water will form a convex surface, as shown. The cork naturally moves to the centre, where the water is
highest, and there it will remain.

HEAT
THE MYSTERIOUS ARROW

Unlike most substances, rubber contracts when heated, expands when cooled. This can be
demonstrated by the following experiment.
Stretch a rubber band around the sides of a box. Cut out a cardboard arrow, mount it on a pin, and
push the pin under the band as shown. If you now bring a burning match or candle close to section A of
the band, the card- board arrow will rotate slowly anti-clockwise. Move the flame near section B and
the arrow rotates clockwise. The heat, of course, causes a portion of the band to contract, rotating the
pin and arrow as shown in the diagram.

SOUND
COAT-HANGER CHIMES

Tie the hook of a wire coat hanger to the centre of a piece of string about five feet long. Wrap one
end of the string several times around your left index finger; then wrap the other end the same way
around your right index finger. Push the tips of both fingers into your ears.
Now bend forward and allow the hanger to strike against the side of a chair as shown. You’ll be
startled to hear a sound like the chiming of an old-fashioned clock or a church bell tolling in the distance.
The tone is produced, of course, by the vibrations of the hanger. The sound waves are then
transmitted to your eardrums via string and fingers.

FRANKLIN’S ARMONICA

One of Benjamin Franklin’s many curious inventions was a musical instrument he called an ‘armonica.’
Foot pedals rotated a series of glass bowls of graduated sizes, all kept moist by a trough of water in
which the lower parts of each bowl were submerged. When a finger was touched to a spinning bowl,
a clear musical tone resulted.
The principle of the armonica is easily demonstrated with a glass of water. (Thin glasses work best.)
Dip the end of your middle finger in the water, and run the moist finger tip slowly around the rim of the
glass, as shown. The finger must be neither too wet nor too dry, so be patient and keep trying until you
hear a strong, clear note coming from the glass.
Actually, your finger moves around the rim in a series of tiny jerks. It slips, catches, slips, and catches.
These imperceptible movements make the glass vibrate and produce a tone, just as a violin bow, by
similar frictional movements, causes a catgut string to produce a note.

MUSICAL FORK

If you pluck one of the inside prongs of a fork with a table knife as shown, you will hear nothing. But
if you immediately press the end of the fork’s handle against a table top, you will hear a distinct tone.
This is the basis of a delightful after-dinner trick, although it will take some practice. First, pluck the
fork; then hold the blade of the knife over an empty glass. At the instant the knife is above the glass,
your other hand slyly allows the end of the fork to come in contact with the table. Everyone will be
watching the knife and will assume that the sound is coming from the glass. But when they try the trick,
it will not work.
The tone actually comes from the table, which picks up and amplifies the fork’s vibrations.
Physicists call the phenomenon ‘sympathetic vibration.'

INERTIA
SNAP THE DRAUGHTSMAN

Arrange a tower of black draughtsmen with one white piece inserted second from the bottom. Stand
another piece a foot away on its edge as shown below. If you press your finger down on the edge of
this counter, you can propel it forward towards the stack. It will strike the stack and dislodge the
solitary white piece without disturbing the others.
This trick is a neat demonstration of inertia, for it is the inertia of the black counters that keep them in
place while the white is sliding out. (If the pieces used tend to be thinner than most, you may find that
the white piece will have to be placed third from the bottom instead of second).

THE EGG AND INERTIA

Let us suppose someone presented you with a dozen eggs on a plate and said. ‘One of these eggs is
hard-boiled. The rest are raw. Can you find the hard-boiled egg without cracking any shells?’
You could, by utilizing the laws of inertia. Clear the plate; then try to spin each egg on the plate.
The only egg that will spin readily is the hard-boiled one. With a raw egg, the inertia of its liquid exerts
a drag effect that kills the spin.

DIVIDING AN APPLE

Force the blade of a table knife into an apple just far enough to make the apple stick to the knife
when you hold it as shown. Now rap the end of the knife sharply with the back of another table knife,
striking as close to the fruit as possible. Inertia prevents the apple from moving as quickly as the knife
that is struck. This causes the blade to slice the fruit neatly in two.
END

